
1.  When printing be sure you do not have “Shrink oversized pages to fit paper
     size” or “Expand small pages to paper size” selected in the Print dialog box.

2.  Measure the bar on the left with a ruler to be sure you printed to actual size.
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Print this page and please carefully follow the instructions below to ensure a proper finger size measurement.

Tips to ensure a proper measurement:
Measure your finger in a warm temperature at the end of the day.
If you are considering a wide band, move up a half size from your measurement as it is tougher to get over the knuckle.

1. Find a piece of string (that doesn’t stretch), or a strip of paper about 6 inches long and 1/4 inch wide.
2. Wrap it so it fits snugly around the intended finger.
3. Use a pen to mark the point on the string where it overlaps the end.
4. Compare the length of the string to the lines on this paper below to determine the finger size. If you are between sizes, 
    order the half size between the two.
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Method A

Method B
Find a ring that properly fits the correct finger (The ring finger is located between the middle finger and little finger).  Place the
ring over the circles below and find the closest match, making sure the inside of the ring lines up with the outside of the circle.

size 3                     size 3.5                      size 4                       size 4.5                       size 5                        size 5.5                         size 6                         size 6.5

size 7                        size 7.5                            size 8                          size 8.5                             size 9                             size 9.5                            size 10                     

size 10.5                            size 11                            size 11.5                              size 12                             size 12.5                              size 13                               size 13.5
20.2 mm                           20.6 mm                           21.0 mm                            21.4 mm                             21.8 mm                             22.2 mm                              22.6 mm

17.3 mm                      17.7 mm                        18.2 mm                        18.6 mm                         19.0 mm                          19.4 mm                         19.8 mm

14.0 mm                   14.4 mm                  14.8 mm                    15.2 mm                    15.6 mm                    16.0 mm                     16.45 mm                     16.9 mm

Ring Size Finder


